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Beatrice Schares

Alice Klinkhammer

Your Words
For Andrea Gibson

You speak truths. 

Your words resonate to my core.
They vibrate through my skin like 

an earthquake, shaking the 
ground I stand on in 

my bones, 
creating ripples  

in my soul. 

You rhyme like it’s a 
lifeline. Like every word is a 

pulse, like every note 
that matches one you wrote 

is a spike on the EKG.

You connotate like 
a politician. Calculated, you

break,
giving meaning

that fills me with 
laughter, then you

break
me with your 

words when you 
set me straight.

Your words turn sharp. 
Like a long-needed medicine,

they pierce my veins 
like an IV and seep

into my blood, pumping
into my heart, becoming

part of me.

Your words are 
power flowing from 
your lips with such

Butterfly Woman
     ink on paper
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Gary Arms

The Rev. Clinton Arms
He taught that inspiration quietly comes,
As like as not when one is twiddling thumbs
Or preaching, as he was one summer’s day.
Above their drowsy heads, it made its way.

A happy whim of God’s, a butterfly,
Flew in the window, flew past Mr. Fry,
But paused at Mrs. Johnson’s flowered hat.
Frustrated there, it spread each wing out flat

And sailed until it landed on his hand.
Transported from his thought, he started, “And —,”
And lost his place completely. “And, I say —.”
The placid, gorgeous fan began to sway

Across his wrist and perched upon his watch.
“And, and —,” he said, and then commanded, “Watch!”
And watch his wakened congregation did
As my grandfather, smiling like a kid,

To the open window strolled and, bending, blew
Till, spreading out its dappled wings, it flew
As if transported by the breath of God.

intensity my vision 
tunnels around you.

You are haloed, like 
an angel of the 

unholy
that you fight for, 

screaming the unspoken—
the evils that dwell

inside of us all,
silently.

                    


